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We propose a unifying picture of d-dimensional diffusion in randomly correlated media Z(x, t)
=DttZ+ V(x)Z using the replica-scaling method of Zhang [Phys. Rev. B 42, 4897 (1990)l. Here
V(x) denotes a frozen random potential of strength k and correlation length a and arbitrary variance
(V(x) V(0)) =A. R, (x). We are interested in the temporal dependence of (Z") and the diffusion law.
It is demonstrated, in particular, that for the special case of uncorrelated disorder the asymptotic be-
havior is given by In(Z")=A, a sn t, recovering the earlier result of Zeldovich etal. [Sov. Phys.
JETP 62, I I88 (I985)], whereas at intermediate times nt ~Da /) the situation is dimension
dependent: we obtain In(Z")=(X4/D")'tt2 "'(nt)' s'I' d' for d&2 and In(Z")—= n for d—)4. For
2 &d &4 we conclude that In(Z )=),'D "t2n't' '"I" if t & a'/D. The relation between the temporal
dependence of (Z") and the diffusion law is also established. These results are expected to be as accu-
rate as other Flory-like theories.

PACS number(s): 05.40.+j, 05.70.Ln, 66.30.Lw

The problem of diffusion in a random environment
arises in many physical and biological systems [1-4].
This task is mathematically equivalent to the models of a
polymer in a random medium or of a stochastically grow-
ing interface with spatially random deposition of particles
[5]. In spite of the potential importance of these systems
the theoretical understanding of the properties of these
objects is still incomplete.

Their dynamics is described by

Z(x, t) =DIsZ+ V(x)Z,

(V) =0, (V(x) V(Q)) =A. R, (lx(), (2)

where Z(x, t) is proportional to the density of certain
physical, chemical, or biological objects, and D is the
diffusion constant. We consider a random potential V
that has zero mean and a nonzero and finite variance

(LR(a) =4/(4 —a) . (3)

This result was supported for a )a, = —d/2 by means of
a one-loop functional renormalization-group calculation
[6] that used ideas of Fisher [7] and Halpin-Healy [8].
For a ~ a,. and also for an uncorrelated potential one ob-

where ( ) denotes the average over disorder, X is the dis-
order strength, R, ((x() is a function of characteristic
width a [for scales x & a the random potential is strongly
correlated and R, (x & a) =const]; its form for x ~ a de-
pends on the nature of defects. The finiteness of a will

play an important role, as will be seen below. We suppose
that R, (x ~ a) =x' with arbitrary exponent a.

We are interested in the diffusion law x= ((x )) 'I =At t and moments (Z"), for integer n, in the
asymptotic long-time regime. Up to now there has been
no consensus on the exponent g. Using a scaling argument
one of us [6] concluded that
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tained [6]

(sg(d) =gt.R(a, . = —d/2) =8/(8+d),

which indicates that d =8 is the upper critical dimension.
However, this last result contradicts previous predictions
[I,5] that (=I for d &4 (with logarithmic corrections),
based on Flory-type arguments [5], one-loop renormal-
ization-group treatment of related noise-driven Burgers
equation [5], and a connection to the localization of a
quantum particle [1,5]. In all cases the role of higher-loop
approximations is unclear. Moreover, Nattermann and
Renz [5] predict for d & 4 a phase transition from the
usual diAusion law x =Dt to a strong-coupling regime
with unknown (& —,

'
as the disorder degree is changed.

The correct temporal dependence of (Z") is also under
debate. In early work Zeldovich et al. [2] suggested that
independent of the space dimension,

ln(Z") =const&&l'n't', r —~,
for a lattice version of original problem (I) with rapidly
decreasing disorder. However, the exact solution [4] of a
continuum model (I) with R(x) =8(x) for the special
case of d =n = I led to the conclusion

ln(Z) =constxk r'/D, r —~,
which evidently contradicts Zeldovich etal. [2]. This
discrepancy was resolved by Rosenbluth [9] who demon-
strated that both solutions [2,4] make sense: If the small-
scale cutoA' is present, the asymptotic temporal depen-
dence of (Z) obeys the Zeldovich et al. [2] result; whereas
if this cutoA goes to zero the exact continuum result of
Tao [4] is reproduced. Rosenbluth [9] also showed that
for the one-dimensional case in the continuum limit

ln(Z") =const~k n'r'/D, t —~,
and ln(Z) is proportional to t 4 O'I'2 ~) fo-r d (2. How-

ever, his method does not work for d & 2 and does not
reproduce the properties of usual diffusion if the disorder
parameter is put to zero.

The case of arbitrary space dimension was also studied

by Tao, Widom, and Webman [10]. They claimed that in

the case of uncorrelated disorder for d &4 the usual
diA'usion law holds, whereas for d & 4

ln(Z) =constxk'r' ' i"/D"i', t —~.
Curiously, this coincides with the initial incorrect result of
Tao [3] for d = I but contradicts both Rosenbluth [9] and
the exact solution [4].

The aim of the present paper is to give a comprehensive
description of the system for all values of D, A, , d, a, and n

and to resolve all the contradictions mentioned. Our
treatment is inspired by recent work of Zhang [11]on the
related problem of interfaces in random correlated media.
It will be shown below that almost all the quoted findings
indeed take place, provided that the appropriate condi-
tions are fulfilled. We also demonstrate that the asymp-
totic temporal dependence of &Z") enables us to reproduce
the diAusion law x=-At~. In what follows we systemati-
cally drop numerical factors of the order of unity; more-
over, (Z") is calculated with exponential accuracy.

With the initial condition Z(x, 0) =8(x) Eq. (1) has
the formal solution [1-5,9,10]

f'x(() =r W(

Z(x, t) =„,, Dx(t)exp — dt [(x'/4D) —V(x)]

(4)

Equation (4) can be interpreted as the restricted partition
function of a d-dimensional Gaussian polymer of length t
in a random potential or a (d+I)-dimensional directed
polymer in a random potential, which is correlated along
the t axis. Our results are simpler to understand in terms
of the polymer picture. The transformation F(x,t)
= —InZ(x, t) determines the polymer free energy. In the
polymer model the diA'usion law x=At~ connects the
characteristic transverse deviation x of a (d+ I )-
dimensional directed polymer (or the mean end-to-end
distance x for a d-dimensional Gaussian polymer) with its
total length t. The free-energy fluctuation hF is also of in-

terest. There is a standard assumption that

~F=A'i'~ '/—D,

which follows from a dimensional argument about the ki-
netic term in the Hamiltonian corresponding to the parti-
tion function (4) (x /Dt=A t ~ '/D).

Let us raise the partition function (4) to the nth power
and average it over disorder (2)

(Z") =exp(( nF ))—
Dx exp —g (x; /D) dt

U (=~4

+k'g dt dt'R. (~x; —xj'~)
I,J

This describes n identical polymers, or replicas, with mu-

tual interaction R, (~x; —x~~) subject to the initial condi-
tion x;(0).

Before actually tackling this path integral (6) we show,
following Zhang [11],how to use the results to obtain the
exponent g and the prefactor A. Suppose that (6) is « the
form exp(Bn~t "), i.e.,

dF P(F)exp( nF) =(exp( ——nF)) =exp(Bnpt"), (7)
4

then the right-hand side of (7) can be regarded as the La-
place transform of the probability distribution density
P(F) of the free energy of a single polymer in the random
medium. Inverting (7) in the limit t ~ gives rise to the
free-energy distribution density

P(F)=exp[ —(~hF(~/Bt")' ~ ' ]

where we set (F) =0. Knowledge of P(F) allows us to
determine the free-energy fluctuation

h,F=8'~~t~~~

which can be combined with (5) to yield g and A:

g=-,'+()/2P), A'=-DB'"

The first of these results was first obtained by Zhang [11]
in a slightly different context.
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Now we show how to calculate the average of the repli-
cated partition function (6). Let us introduce, for con-
venience, the corresponding free energy. Minimization of
F„with respect to the average distance x between replica
ends allows us to find (Z"). From (6) we obtain the esti-
mate

F„=n(x /Dt+Dt/x ) n—)(, t x', x~ a. (9)

The first term is the elastic energy of a distorted polymer,
the second is an entropic repulsion among replicas
confined into a well of characteristic size x [11,12], and
the third term is the defect-induced interaction between
replicas. Note that in the case A, =0 minimization of (9)
with respect to x leads to the free Gaussian polymer result
(the usual diffusion law):

xg =Dt . (io)

(gD) 2/(4 — )t 4/(4 — )

thus reconfirming the scaling result [6]. However, (11) is
not the asymptotic limit. Indeed, for a positive g is
greater than unity; that is, the polymer is stretched. This
implies that the Hamiltonian in Eq. (4) is unstable with
respect to infinitely many gradient terms. However, this
change in the partition function appears only for x~ t.
Therefore, for times t ~ (kD) /' result (11) is applic-
able. It is quite probable that in the asymptotic temporal
regime g equals 1. This suggestion will be supported
below.

The case a &0 is more interesting since the potential
energy in (6) is now attractive. Therefore, we conclude
that the bordering value of a for which the scaling rela-
tions (3) and (11) have a meaning is quite naturally [11]
a, =0, in contrast to the perturbative result [6] a,.= —d/2. In the region of negative a it is convenient to
make the change a= —d to cover also the case of 8-
correlated disorder.

If d & 2 Eq. (9) has a single minimum whose position is
given by the expression

x =max[(k nt/D) ' a] .

Provided that (A. nt/D) '/ " & a (that is, for times
nt & Da" /k ), a straightforward calculation gives

In(Zn) (g4D —d) )/(2 —d)(nt) (4 —d)/(2 —d)

x ~ (D 2 —
d) 2) (/(4 —d)t

(i 2)

The last dependence was obtained by Nattermann and
Renz [5] as the asymptotic law for d & 4 and for the re-

Therefore, the simultaneous inclusion of the two first
terms in Eq. (9) is indeed necessary.

For a & 0 the third term in (9) corresponds to a repul-
sion among replicas. In this situation the minimum of (9)
for t ~ is determined by the first and third terms.
Then entropic repulsion is irrelevant and we obtain the
saddle-point solution x=-(Ini(, Dt )'/ ' that is valid in

the range 0 & a & 2. Substitution of this into Eq. (9) en-
ables us to find (Z") and to extract ( and A from (8)

In(Zn) (g4Da) )/(2 —a)n (4 —a)/(2 —a)t (4+a)/(2 —a)
'7

gime of weak disorder. However, from our consideration
it follows that it is valid only for d & 2 and for intermedi-
ate times t & Da /A, . Note that (12) and (13) match
with the results for repulsive case a & 0 (11) at
a= —d=O. Moreover, Eq. (12) coincides with Tao [4]
for d =n = I and with Rosenbluth [9] for n = I and d & 2
and for d= 1 and general n.

For nt & Da /A, the above solution is invalid and an

elementary calculation [with help of Eqs. (8) and (9)]
leads to the results of Zeldovich et al. [2]:

In(Z")=g a dn t

()( 2D2a «) )/4t

(14)

(15)

In this regime /= I independent of space dimension and
the type of disorder; therefore, for the repulsive case
—d=a) 0 we must also obtain /=1 at a 0 due to
continuity. Equation (15) was obtained by Nattermann
and Renz [5] for d (4 in the strong-disorder limit. How-
ever, from our consideration it follows that (15) holds for
all times t & Da" /A, .

For d & 2 Eq. (9) has two minima x~(t) =xa(t) (10)
and x2=-a. Substitution of x ((t) into (9) leads to

g2D —d/2 2t 2 —d/2 (i6)

It is evident that the situation for d (4 and d )4 is
different.

For 2&d &4, t ~, the comparison of the last ex-
pression and result of Zeldovich etal. (14) shows that
xG(t ) is stable for times t & a /D. In this regime

ln(Z") —= n, —

x=- (Dt)'"

is stable for times nt & Da" /k . Note that this inequali-
ty coincides with the corresponding condition for the ap-
plicability of the Tao-like result (12). For nt ~ Da /A,

we go back to the result of Zeldovich etal. [2] (14) and to
the diffusion law (15) for t ~ Da /)(, . It is necessary to
stress that for d & 4 we differ both from Tao, Widom, and
Webman [10] (who predict only the usual diffusion) and
from Nattermann and Renz [5] (who predict the phase
transition from the usual diffusion to the anomalous one).
The impossibility of a phase transition is evident from the
uniqueness of the long-time behavior of the all moments
(Z").

In conclusion, we have constructed a unifying picture
for diffusion in random correlated media using the
replica-scaling analysis invented by Zhang [I ll. Some re-
marks are necessary on the range of validity of this ap-
proach. First, it is based on the same level of assumptions

Note that (17) is consistent with Tao, Widom, and Web-
man [10] for the special case of n=1. However, the
asymptotic behavior for t & a /D obeys Zeldovich etal.
[2] [Eqs. (14) and (15)] again.

For d )4 the Gaussian polymer solution
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as the Flory polymer theory [12], so we expect our results
are as good as the Flory-like ones. Second, Zhang's ma-
nipulation involving the Laplace transform gives a purely
symmetric free-energy probability distribution. There is
recent evidence [13,14] that, at least for the case of direct-
ed polymers in uncorrelated random media, the free-

energy probability distribution is asymmetric. Therefore,
one can suspect that Zhang's analysis, even at this level, is
approximate.

One of us (E.K.) is indebted to J. P. Straley for help in

revising the manuscript.
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